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Abstract
Medical datasets are large and complex. Due to the number of variables contained within medical data,
machine learning algorithms may not be able to induct patterns from the data or may over fit the learned
model to the data thereby reducing the generalizability of the model. Feature reduction seeks to limit
the number of variables as input by establishing correlations between variables and reducing the overall
feature set to the minimum number of possible variables to describe the data. This research seeks to
examine the effects of principal component analysis for feature reduction when applied to decision trees.
Results indicate that principle component analysis (PCA) may be employed to reduce the number of
features; however, the results suffer minor degradation.
Keywords: Feature Reduction, Principal Component Analysis, Medical Data, PCA.

1. INTRODUCTION
Health Information Technology (HIT) is an
important topic facing Healthcare facilities and
professionals around the world. Specifically, HIT
in the form of Electronic Health Records (EHRs)
and various electronic medical database systems
have the ability to aid and transform traditional
ways on the healthcare system by improving the
quality of medical care and reducing the cost of
the medical care (Fabbri, LeFevre, & Hanauer,
2011).
EHRs provide extensive amounts of
structured data when data is specifically entered
into required fields and unstructured data when
data is entered as comments and notes or nonlabeled fields. Today, with health paper-based
health records being converted to EHRs, the data
tends to be structured. It is the migration and
the transferring of data in the medical data

systems that provides researchers with the best
opportunity to use data-mining methods for
predictive analysis (Park & Ghosh, 2011).
There are many dimensions to any patient. Some
dimensions, such as blood pressure and heart
rate, are valid in most medical scenarios.
Demographic data adds another set of
dimensions to a patient. Furthermore, each
specific disease and diagnosis has specific
dimensions (e.g. tumor size, type, location in
cancer patients). A heart patient will have data
specific to heart conditions and a cancer patient
data specific to cancer with overlapping features
such as vital signs and demographics.
As medical facilities continue to integrate and
advances in storage and health information
technology progresses, the dimensions for a
patient subsequently increase. This added data
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provides immense opportunity to discover vital
information contained within that can prevent or
cure diseases and improve a patient’s quality of
life.
Considering the number of possible conditions
with specific data and features, the number of
dimensions that are possible for an individual
patient presents challenges for data scientists
who aim to perform knowledge discovery and
data mining. A dataset with high dimensionality
may not be minable causing machine learning
algorithms to over fit data or generate
incomprehensible rules. Oftentimes, underlying
relationships, such as correlation, that can be
used to reduce the number of features can
provide respite. If two features are highly
correlated, one feature can be removed since it
can be predicted based on the remaining feature.
This work seeks to perform dimensionality
reduction on a high feature medical dataset using
principle component analysis. This works
demonstrates that following PCA, a machine
learning algorithm, C4.5, produces a more
understandable decision tree. The structure of
this work is as follows: section 2 discusses
background information, section 3 contains the
experimental setup, section 4 presents the
results, and section 5 contains conclusions and
future directions.
2. BACKGROUND
Dimension Reduction
Dimension reduction is an algorithm design tool
used for a multitude of related fields (BARTAL,
GOTTLIEB, & NEIMAN, 2014). It specifics the
plotting of points in high-dimensional properties
to low- dimensionality properties and maintaining
some points from the original properties
(BRINKMAN & CHARIKAR, 2005). Dimension
reduction is the process of removing the number
of variables in a data set (ROWEIS & SAUL,
2000). The process is often based upon the
correlation among variables. For example, if A
and B are correlated at 100% then only 1 of the
variables is required for machine learning since
we may assume that a implies b and b implies a.
C4.5 is a machine learning algorithm for
classifying data into tree structures (QUINLAN,
1993). For many years researchers have utilized
dimension reduction when searching for nearest
and clustering of dimensional points (BRINKMAN
& CHARIKAR, 2005).
Principal Component Analysis
PCA is a multivariate technique which extracts
important information from data and represents

it as a new set of variables called principle
components (Abdi & Williams, 2010). PCA is a
type of factor analysis that is often employed for
dimension reduction in a dataset. PCA is often
found in research regarding “data mining, pattern
recognition and information retrieval for
unsupervised
dimensionality
reduction”
(Omucheni, Kaduki, Bulimo, & Angeyo, 2014).
Additionally, (Omucheni et al., 2014) utilized PCA
in the processing of patient blood smear images
to identify Plasmodium parasites for malaria. The
results were successful and provide a foundation
for further exploratory work in using PAC
techniques within medical data sets.
Machine Learning
Machine learning (ML) involves the automated
learning of patterns from data or employing past
experiences and data to solve a given problem
(Alpaydin, 2014). More specifically, machine
learning involves learning structure from
examples and is the basis for data mining
(Carbonell, Michalski, & Mitchell, 1983). Machine
learning can be applied to decision tree induction,
neural network, Bayesian classifiers, and
association rule mining to name a few examples.
In machine learning from data, a data set is
broken into a training set and a testing set. The
training set is input into the ML algorithm where
patterns or models are formed then the models
applied to the test dataset to determine accuracy
and error rate using common measurements
such as classification accuracy, confusion
matrices, and ROC curves.
Decision Trees
Decision trees are a type of directed graph which
begins with a root node. The root node branches
to other nodes in the tree. Nodes are connected
in a parent child relationship by an edge. A
terminating node is referred to as a leaf node.
Decision tree induction is the process of learning
decision trees from data. Decision trees are one
popular techniques in data mining (Ferreira,
2006) and many common decision tree learning
algorithms are based on the work of (Quinlan,
1986) where the ID3 algorithm is introduced as a
recursive algorithm using information gain to
determine when to divide attributes of a dataset
in a parent child relationship. This work has been
generalized by (Cheng, Fayyad, Irani, & Qian,
1988) and extended by (Quinlan, 1993) into the
C4.5 algorithm and (Quinlan, 2012) as the C5.0
algorithm. While ID3 and C4.5 are open source,
C5.0 is a commercial version of the
aforementioned decision tree algorithms.
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3. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The purpose of this applied research is to begin
an examination of the effectiveness of PCA for
preprocessing large feature medical data for
machine learning purposes. A medical dataset
with 88 dimensions from a regional health
provider was selected. The medical dataset was
structured in CSV format, all attributes as
numeric values, and with the first row containing
column names.
The data were general
heterogeneous patient records and were not
utilized to treat any disease or treatment. The
structured medical data set used was targeted
toward determining the possibility of developing
a certain condition with each attribute leading to
a target for classification purposes. Data
attributes included demographic information such
as gender, race, and age paired as well as
information on smoking habits, blood pressure at
intake and discharge, asthma status, etc. Due to
the sensitive nature of this data and IRB
requirements, data columns and values are
masked in the resulting analysis. PCA was
performed using JMP by SAS.
As illustrated in figure 1, three paths were taken.
The first performs C4.5 against the full dataset.
The second uses PCA for dimension reduction and
uses variables from the first principle component
as input to C4.5. The third performs dimension
reduction to the first and second principle
component.
The Dimension reduction was
performed using PCA selecting the important
variables. Figure 3 shows the results of the first
principle component (PCA1) and the second
Principle component (PCA2) screen plot. Initially,
the first principle component was selected
because it accounted for the greatest possible
variance within the data set.

The variables from the first principle component
were input to a C4.5 machine learning algorithm
for classification. Decision Trees are more easily
understood than other machine learning
algorithms, such as neural networks; therefore,
the C4.5 machine learning algorithm was
selected as a test case for PCA in dimension
reduction of medical data. Next, for comparison
purposes, the variables form PCA1 and PCA2
were selected. The variables for PCA1 and PCA2
were placed into a C4.5 machine learning
algorithm for classification.
The output was
analyzed and compared with the results for only
PCA1.

Figure 2: Principle Component 1 and 2 screen
plot

4. RESULTS
Preliminary results indicate mixed results on the
effectiveness of PCA when dealing with highdimension medical datasets. Figures 3 and 4
show the results of applying the C4.5 decision
tree algorithm to the initial medical data set prior
to any feature reduction. The phase performed
no dimension reduction with an 81.97%
classification accuracy and a 0.566 ROC area.

Figure 1: Flow of Experiment
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Figure 3 – Results Prior to Feature Reduction

Figure 4 – Decision Tree Prior to Feature
Reduction
Next, upon performing dimension reduction using
PCA1, the results show in an increase of
classification accuracy to 83.56. However, there
is also a reduction in the ROC area to 0.543.
Please reference Figures 5 and 6 for illustrate
results.

Figure 5 – Results After Feature Reduction PCA
1

Figure 6 – Decision
Reduction PCA 1

Tree

After

Feature

Finally, when reducing dimensions to PCA 1 and
PCA2,
the
results
indicated
the
same
classification accuracy as the first PC only of
83.56. Additionally, the ROC was further
diminished to 0.513. Please reference Figure 7
and 8 for illustrated results.
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While interesting, the mixed results require
additional work to fully map the potential of PCA
for dimensionality reduction in high-dimension
medical data.
With medical data, resulting
knowledge structures (i.e. decision trees) and the
variables in each principle component must be
verified by domain experts, such as physicians. It
would be necessary for each application of
dimension reduction to determine acceptable
ranges
for
diminished
results
such
as
classification accuracy and ROC area. In the
scenario examined in this work, the tree resulting
from PCA 1 is the simplest in terms of structure
and human understandability; therefore, a the
reduction in ROC area may be an acceptable
concession.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
Figure 7 – Results After Feature Reduction PCA
1+2

Figure 8 – Decision
Reduction PCA 1+2

Tree

After

Feature

One interesting note was the size of the initial
tree in Figure 3 was 167 which had more nodes
than Figures 5 or 7. This may be explained as
there are less features from which to generate a
decision tree; however, such a large tree may be
over-fit and therefore not generalizable. The
classification accuracy of the resulting C4.5
decision trees increases from 81.97% to 83.56%;
however, conversely the ROC decreases from
0.57 to 0.55 and 0.51.

The results provided in this work further expand
the understanding and effectiveness of using PCA
techniques in medical data sets for dimension
reduction. The experiments demonstrated that
applying PCA prior to decision tree induction has
mixed results, namely increasing classification
accuracy but decreasing ROC area. One notable
result was the simplification of the resulting
decision trees after the application of PCA.
Human understandability and generalizability are
important characteristics of decision trees;
therefore, the concession may be worthwhile.
The decision tree from the full dataset contained
167 nodes thereby demonstrating the possibility
of over-fitting and a lack generalizability. It is
noted that determining acceptable parameters
for changes in classification accuracy and ROC
area are application specific and require domain
expertise for appropriate judgement.
This
research is not without limitations as it is limited
by a single medical data set, only reviews one
method of feature reduction, and one machine
learning algorithm. Future research will address
the aforementioned limitations. Implications of
this research include providing data scientists
and practitioners a first step when dealing with
high-feature medical datasets and provides a
direction for future development and application
of dimension reduction in clinical informatics.
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